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GT150 is a traditional synthetic gun oil developed for a
multitude of uses. Don't let the sweet smell fool you, this is a
serious oil for serious marksmen. 

The oil has a limited spill property to ensure that no oil goes
to waste during use. Tested by some of the best marksmen
in South Africa, this oil has proven that it can deliver the
extensive scope that is required from such a high-caliber oil. 

Stock and barrel, mechanisms, or knives - no matter what
the application, this oil will leave your equipment smelling
great and protected for longer.

 
 

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

GT 150

R E C O M M E N D E D  D I R E C T I O N S

LEGAL DISCLAIMER
Neither VELDT MARKSMAN nor the seller is 
responsible for how the user applies, handles or
manipulates this product. 

 
Neither VELDT MARKSMAN nor the seller is liable for
warranties lost or implied 
nor any direct or indirect damage and injuries
sustained, that might occur as a result of product 
misuse or acts conducted by the user. The user must
read and keep to the directions supplied.

 
Please read the technical data sheet on our website:
www.veldtsa.com 

 
Not for human or animal consumption.

 
Always test the product on barrels and coatings before
application.

 
Keep out of reach of children.

 
Store in a cool, dry place away from direct sunlight.

TRADITIONAL GUN OIL

VELDT

S P E C I A L  A B I L I T Y

Tacky non-drip technology leaves less oil dripping and
running. This ensures that every golden drop reaches
its target as accurately as possible. A small drop goes
a long way....

This is a synthetic based oil for multiple rifle and knife
uses. With a carefully selected viscosity, ideal for its
intended use, this product leaves a protective film and
remains in place.  This oil can also be used on knives to
lubricate and protect.

Superior cleaning ability with precision chemical
technology for the precision enthusiast.
 

60 ml  | VLD - GT60  
150 ml   | VLD - GT150

Secure and unload the firearm.

Clean areas to be treated and leave until it's completely dry.

Apply GT150 to all moving parts.

Cycle the parts several times to distribute the oil evenly and ensure that the oil is in
proper contact with all parts.

When applying GT150 to the rifle or sidearm bore, wet a patch or a mop and pass
through the bore until a light oil coating is attained.

It is always advised to run a dry patch through the bore before using the firearm.

This will remove any residue and safeguard against obstructions
 


